Background {#Sec1}
==========

Diseases that affect fewer than 5 patients per 10,000 are defined as rare in Europe \[[@CR1]\]. But rare diseases are only rare when considered individually. With more than 6000 known rare diseases \[[@CR2]\], their collective global health burden is high, and recent estimates report a population prevalence of at least 3.5--5.9% \[[@CR3]\]. (The true prevalence is probably higher, as for many rare diseases epidemiological data are scarce.) Moreover, due to their often genetic origin and early disease onset -- often in infancy or childhood -- most rare diseases follow patients for large parts of their lives, thus further exacerbating the disease burden.

More than 80% of rare diseases affect fewer than one patient in a million \[[@CR3]\]. This means that, for most rare diseases, even experienced physicians with a lot of patient contact never see a single patient in their lifetime. Correctly diagnosing patients is therefore difficult: According to a survey from 2013, it takes, on average, more than 5 years, eight physicians and two to three misdiagnoses until a rare disease patient receives the correct diagnosis \[[@CR4]\]. Once correctly diagnosed, the challenges continue: Due to the small patient numbers, commercial incentives for developing medications are often low (although policies and legislations aim to raise financial incentives for developing rare disease treatments). Furthermore, the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying rare diseases are often not well understood. As a consequence, many rare diseases lack adequate treatment options. Improving the diagnosis and treatment of rare diseases is therefore an important public health concern.

One valuable approach for improving medical care for rare disease patients are initiatives and networks that aim to bundle data and expertise about rare diseases so that healthcare providers can easily access and exchange relevant information. One of the most extensive knowledge bases for rare diseases is Orphanet \[[@CR5]\], which provides information about, for example, disease epidemiology, associated genes, inheritance types, disease onsets or references to terminologies, as well as links to expert centers, patient organizations and other resources. Other European initiatives include RD-Connect, which combines registries, biobanks and genetic data with bioinformatics tools to provide a central resource for research on rare diseases \[[@CR6]\]; the European Reference Networks (ERNs), which provide an IT infrastructure that allows healthcare professionals to collaborate on virtual panels to exchange knowledge and decide on optimal treatments \[[@CR7]\]; and the European Joint Programme on Rare Diseases (EJP RD), a multinational cooperation aiming to create an ecosystem that facilitates research, care and medical innovation in the field of rare diseases \[[@CR8]\]. In the US, the Undiagnosed Diseases Network (UDN) brings together experts to diagnose and treat patients with rare conditions \[[@CR9]\]. And in Germany, a new national initiative, the Collaboration on Rare Diseases (CORD-MI), aims to improve the documentation and data exchange of rare diseases across German university hospitals \[[@CR10]\].

In addition to these collaborative efforts and international platforms, another important factor that can improve the situation for rare disease patients are advances in information technology -- particularly in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. AI and machine learning typically use large, multivariate datasets to "train" algorithms, which are then used to make predictions on new data (for example, by classifying tumors in radiological images as benign or malignant). Importantly, the computations by which these methods generate their output are not explicitly coded by a programmer, but instead are implicitly "learned" by the algorithm from example data (hence the term "machine learning"). AI and machine learning are increasingly applied in medicine and healthcare \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\] and, in some areas, are beginning to achieve (and sometimes even surpass) human-level performance \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. Given the specific challenges in diagnosis and treatment discussed above, rare diseases can particularly benefit from AI and machine learning technologies: While it is virtually impossible for a physician to memorize information about thousands of rare diseases, modern computers can easily "memorize" huge quantities of digital information. If the computer can also extract and use this information in a meaningful way -- for example, by classifying patients into disease groups or predicting outcomes -- this has a high potential for improving diagnosis and treatment. Previous research, for example, has shown that an AI expert system that calculates disease probabilities based on patient symptoms can potentially accelerate rare disease diagnoses \[[@CR16]\]. Using methods of computer vision and deep learning, another system, Face2Gene, can assist physicians in diagnosing rare genetic conditions based on photographs of patients' faces \[[@CR17]\].

Despite its potential for improving the quality of care for patients, the use of machine learning in the field of rare diseases has not been comprehensively reviewed (but see \[[@CR18]\] for an overview with a special focus on congenital disorders of glycosylation). For example, it is unclear in which rare diseases machine learning is applied, which algorithms are typically used, which medical applications are studied (e.g., diagnosis, prognosis or treatment) and which type of input data is used. In this scoping review, we explore the scientific literature to answer these questions and investigate how machine learning is currently used in the context of rare diseases. Providing an overview of research in machine learning and rare diseases, our review can help to direct future work in this area, for example, by pointing to gaps in research or to promising fields for future study.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

We opted to perform a scoping review because this type of review is best suited to map research activity in a broad and heterogeneous field such as machine learning and rare diseases (unlike typical systematic literature reviews that focus on more specific research questions) \[[@CR19]--[@CR22]\]. Where applicable, we follow the guidelines of the PRISMA extension for scoping reviews (PRISMA-ScR) \[[@CR23]\]. No review protocol was registered for this study.

To identify scientific articles that apply machine learning in the field of rare diseases, we systematically searched the literature on PubMed. The search string was constructed by concatenating general terms related to machine learning ("machine learning", "artificial intelligence") and rare diseases ("rare disease", "orphan disease"), as well as names and synonyms of 381 specific rare diseases. These specific diseases comprised all rare diseases listed by Orphanet \[[@CR5]\] with a point prevalence of 1--5 per 10,000 (146 diseases) or 1--9 per 100,000 patients (235 diseases). For many of these diseases, Orphanet provides PubMed search strings that were used to construct the search (for example, "Deletion\[ti\] 4p\[ti\] OR 4p syndrome\[tw\] OR wolf hirschhorn\[tw\] OR (chromosome deletion\[mh\] chromosome 4\[mh\])" for the Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome). For diseases where no such search strings were available from Orphanet, the disorder name was used (for the exact search terms, see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The search was first conducted on January 2, 2020. During the revision process of the manuscript the search term was slightly modified and the search was conducted again on May 5, 2020. (The initial search term used in January had included some specific machine learning methods, such as "neural network" and "deep learning", which could have biased the search results towards these methods. These search terms were omitted in the final search.)

To be included in this review, the studies identified in the search had to fulfill the following eligibility criteria: rare disease topic; use of at least one machine learning method (and a description of the machine learning algorithm in sufficient detail to extract the basic information analyzed in this review); publication date between January 1, 2010, and December 31, 2019; publication as original research in a peer-reviewed journal or conference proceeding (i.e., review articles were excluded); publication in English or German; application of machine learning to human patient data or scientific texts or literature (i.e., articles using animal or simulation data were excluded). As our review does not aim to answer a specific clinical question, but instead explores the use of machine learning in rare diseases from a general perspective, we did not restrict eligibility to specific patient populations, interventions (except, of course, the use of machine learning), control groups or outcomes. For the same reason, we did not assess bias in the studies.

After having selected relevant studies according to the eligibility criteria, the following data were extracted from the articles: 1) rare disease (diseases were specified using the Orphanet disorder name; studies investigating more than one disease were categorized as "Diverse"); 2) rare disease group (according to the "preferential parent" of the disease as defined in the hierarchy of the Orphanet classification \[[@CR24]\], e.g., rare neurologic disease, rare hematologic disease etc.); 3) prevalence of rare disease (according to epidemiological information from Orphanet); 4) year of publication; 5) country where study was conducted (according to the senior author's affiliation); 6) number of patients (if applicable / available); 7) medical application (i.e., "Diagnosis", "Treatment", "Prognosis" or "Basic research"); 8) type of input data; 9) type of algorithm; 10) validation of algorithm on external data or against human expert.

For the variables "medical application", "type of input data" and "type of algorithm", categories were defined into which the studies were grouped. Categories were defined in a two-step process: First, the medical application, input data and machine learning algorithm were assessed in detail for each study (for example, a study might be described as aiming to distinguish patients from healthy controls, using a convolutional neural network on magnetic resonance imaging data of the brain). Based on these detailed data, two of the authors (JuS and ML) then defined meaningful, more general categories into which studies were grouped (for the previous example, this would be "Diagnosis" as medical application, "Images" as input data and "Artificial neural network" as type of algorithm). We did not rely on typical textbook categorizations of these variables (for example, classifying machine learning algorithms into supervised, unsupervised or reinforcement learning), as these categorizations were found not to be sufficiently informative and did not adequately reflect the studies (reinforcement learning, for example, does not play a significant role in the context of rare diseases). Instead, we defined a set of categories that aimed for a balance between sufficient detail and meaningful generalizations. This resulted in roughly ten categories for "type of input data" and "type of algorithm". Note that a study could be grouped into more than one category when it used more than one type of input data or algorithm. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the variables extracted from the studies and the categories used for each variable. Table 1Data extracted from the studiesVariableCategoriesDefinitionExample(s)**Rare disease**All rare diseases described at least once in the studies (studies investigating more than one rare disease were categorized as "Diverse")Orphanet disorder nameCystic fibrosis, Sickle cell anemia, Gaucher disease**Disease group**All disease groups of the 381 specific diseases included in the search as well as disease groups of other diseases identified in the studiesOrphanet disease group as defined by the preferential parent in the classification hierarchyRare neurologic disease, Rare respiratory disease, Rare endocrine disease**Publication year**Years from 2010 to 2019Year of the publication date of the article**Country of study**All countries that published at least one articleCountry of institution of senior (i.e. last) author of the study**Medical application**DiagnosisStudies aiming to correctly diagnose patientsClassification of cases and controls or different disease subtypes, Identification of biomarkers, Deep phenotyping, Decision supportTreatmentStudies aiming to improve treatment or develop new therapiesDetection of therapeutic targets, Identification of binding proteinsPrognosisPrediction of a patient-relevant endpointPrediction of complication, disease onset, survival, disease progression, Risk estimationBasic researchOther basic research not classified into one of the categories aboveExploration of molecular disease mechanisms**Patient number**"\<  20", "20--99", "100--1000", "\>  1000", "not applicable / no information"Number of patients included in the study**Input data**^**a**^Clinical test scoreData from a clinical test scoreGlasgow Coma Scale, ALS Functional Rating ScaleDemographic dataGeneral patient characteristicsAge, Sex, EthnicityFunctional test dataData from physiological testsECG, EEG, EMG, gait pattern, pulse, blood pressure, eye movementsImagesData from medical imagingMRI, PET, CT, retinal images, face photographsLaboratory dataData from laboratory testBlood glucose, platelet counts, creatinineLiteratureData extracted from scientific textsPublished literature, NCBI disease corpusMedication dataData about medicationUse of antibiotics, medication planOmics dataMolecular dataGenomics, Proteomics, Metabolomics, EpigenomicsPatient / Family historyData from patients' or relatives' past medical historyPre-existing conditions, parental dataOther EHR dataOther data from electronic health recordsDiagnoses, procedures, other medical recordsOtherOther types of input dataQuestionnaire or interview data, donors' characteristics in HSCT**Type of algorithm**^**a**^Artificial Neural NetworkConvolutional neural network, Recurrent neural network, Multi-layer perceptronBayesian MethodsNaïve BayesClusteringk-means clustering, Hierarchical clusteringDecision TreeDecision treeDiscriminant AnalysisLinear discriminant analysisEnsemble MethodsAdaBoost, Random forestInstance-based Learningk-nearest neighborRegression (logistic)Logistic regressionRegression (other)Linear regressionSupport Vector MachineSupport vector machineOtherAlgorithms not classified into one of the categories aboveReinforcement learning, Graphical models**External validation**yes / noPerformance of algorithm tested on external data or against a human expertComparing automated scoring of chest radiographs with scoring by radiologists^a^For these variables, a study could be assigned to more than one category

Study selection and data extraction were performed by the first author (JuS). For unclear cases, the selection and data extraction were reviewed by the second author (ML) and discussed until a consensus was reached. Extracted data were saved in a spreadsheet for subsequent analysis.

To get an overview of the use of machine learning in rare diseases, we then explored, for each of the variables described above, how many studies were in each category. We also explored possible gaps in research by comparing the distribution of rare disease groups investigated in the studies with the "baseline" distribution of disease groups of the 381 diseases included in our search. For this, we calculated the percentage of diseases within each disease group for the diseases from the studies as well as for the diseases from the search list and then calculated their difference (in percentage points). The magnitude of the difference then indicated which disease groups were underrepresented (or overrepresented) in the studies. All data analyses and visualizations were done with R \[[@CR25]\] and the tidyverse packages \[[@CR26]\].

Results {#Sec3}
=======

The literature search identified a total of 337 unique records. After screening and assessing the articles for eligibility, 211 articles were included in the final analysis (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; the list of articles and extracted data is included in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Though not a strict inclusion criterion, all articles in the final selection were in English (no German-language articles were eligible for inclusion). Fig. 1Selection of sources of evidence

The studies originated from 32 different countries, with the largest number of publications (*n* = 91, 43.1%) coming from the United States (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b). Over the 10-year time period considered in this review, publication numbers increased from 3 publications in 2010 to 79 publications in 2019. This increase in publication numbers appeared to parallel the increase of publications about machine learning in general (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). Fig. 2World map showing publications by country (**a**); countries with more than five publications (**b**); total number of publications per year (**c**; for comparison, the inset shows the publication trend for machine learning in general)

Seventy-four different rare diseases were investigated in the studies. Of these 74 diseases, 71 were part of the list of the 381 rare diseases that were explicitly included in the search string (18.6%). Three diseases not explicitly listed in the search string -- multiple osteochondromas, Fanconi anemia, juvenile idiopathic arthritis -- were additionally described in the studies (these studies were identified via the generic search terms "rare disease" or "orphan disease"). Of the 74 diseases, 41 (55.4%) had a prevalence of 1--5 / 10,000 patients, 31 (41.9%) had a prevalence of 1--9 / 100,000, and 2 (2.8%) had a prevalence of 1--9 / 1000,000. The diseases most frequently investigated in the studies were amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, systemic lupus erythematosus, moderate and severe traumatic brain injury and cystic fibrosis (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}; note that some studies investigated more than one disease). Table 2Rare diseases most frequently investigated in the studies (all diseases appearing in five or more studies are listed)Rare diseaseOrpha numberPrevalenceNumber of studiesAmyotrophic lateral sclerosis8031--9 / 100,00016 (7.6%)Systemic lupus erythematosus5361--5 / 10,00014 (6.6%)Moderate and severe traumatic brain injury900561--5 / 10,00012 (5.7%)Cystic fibrosis5861--9 / 100,00010 (4.7%)*More than one rare disease investigated----10 (4.7%)*Huntington disease3991--9 / 100,0009 (4.3%)Down syndrome8701--5 / 10,0007 (3.3%)Preeclampsia2755551--5 / 10,0007 (3.3%)Acquired aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage900651--5 / 10,0006 (2.8%)Systemic sclerosis902911--5 / 10,0006 (2.8%)Fragile X syndrome9081--5 / 10,0005 (2.4%)Retinopathy of prematurity900501--5 / 10,0005 (2.4%)

Comparing the distribution of disease groups investigated in the studies with the expected distribution (i.e., the "baseline" distribution of the diseases included in the literature search) revealed some groups that appeared to be overrepresented in the studies: Rare neurologic diseases, rare systemic or rheumatologic diseases, rare respiratory diseases, rare cardiac diseases and rare gastroenterologic diseases were investigated more frequently than to be expected (to a lesser extent, also rare hematologic and rare bone diseases). Conversely, other disease groups appeared to be underrepresented: Rare developmental defects during embryogenesis, rare inborn errors of metabolism, rare skin diseases and rare endocrine diseases were investigated less frequently than to be expected from their distribution in the search string (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). For example, there were no studies on rare skin diseases, although the Orphanet list used in the literature search included 19 rare skin disorders (5.0%). Fig. 3Distribution across disease groups: The distribution of the 381 diseases included in the literature search is shown in comparison with the distribution of the 74 diseases investigated in the studies (left; disease groups smaller than 3% are not shown); differences between the percentages show disease groups that are over- or underrepresented in the studies (right)

The algorithms most frequently used in the studies were ensemble methods (*n* = 76, 36.0%), support vector machines (*n* = 68, 32.2%) and artificial neural networks (*n* = 67, 31.8%) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). Most frequent input data used by the algorithms were images (*n* = 68, 32.2%), demographic data (*n* = 57, 27.0%) and omics data (*n* = 56, 26.5%) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). Most studies used machine learning for diagnosis (*n* = 86, 40.8%) or prognosis (*n* = 81, 38.4%), whereas studies aiming to improve treatment were relatively scarce (*n* = 10, 4.7%) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c). The number of patients investigated in the studies ranged from a few cases to several thousands, with studies typically using data from 20 to 99 patients (*n* = 75, 35.5%) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}d). Twenty-five studies (11.8%) used an external data set to validate their algorithm; 5 studies (2.4%) validated their algorithm against a medical expert. Fig. 4Types of algorithms used in the studies (**a**); input data (**b**); medical application (**c**); number of patients (**d**). Studies using more than one type of algorithm or input data are listed in more than one category

Discussion {#Sec4}
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In this scoping review, we explored the scientific literature about machine learning methods used in the context of rare diseases. In particular, we investigated in which rare diseases and disease groups machine learning was typically applied, which types of algorithms and input data were used and which medical applications were studied.

Considering the large number of known rare diseases, the number of diseases investigated in the machine learning studies identified in this review was relatively small. The majority of diseases was in the highest prevalence class (1--5 / 10,000 patients), despite the search string including more diseases in the lower prevalence class (1--9 / 100,000 patients). Moreover, a large proportion of studies investigated a few relatively "common" or well-known rare diseases, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, lupus or cystic fibrosis. This shows that the pattern that applies to rare diseases in general also seems to apply within the group of rare diseases: Diseases with a comparatively high prevalence are investigated more frequently whereas diseases with a lower prevalence are "orphans" that receive less attention. (However, note that our literature search might have missed some studies about diseases with a very low prevalence of 1--9 / 1,000,000 or lower because these diseases were not explicitly included in the search string and could only be identified via the generic rare disease search strings.)

Our review also revealed some rare disease groups that were investigated more frequently than to be expected from their occurrence in the search string. For example, the number of studies investigating rare neurologic diseases, rare systemic or rheumatologic diseases, rare respiratory diseases, rare cardiac diseases and rare gastroenterologic diseases was higher than to be expected. This observation can partly be explained by the prevalence of the diseases within a disease groups, i.e. disease groups containing more diseases with higher prevalence being investigated more frequently in the studies (as described in the previous paragraph). However, there were also disease groups -- for example neurologic diseases -- that were overrepresented in the studies, despite containing more diseases with a lower prevalence. For these disease groups the availability of data may play an important role: Many of the overrepresented disease groups work with imaging data (e.g., MRI data for neurologic diseases), which lend themselves particularly well for their use with machine learning. Some disease groups may also appear more frequently because they are part of large medical disciplines (e.g., neurology, rheumatology, cardiology etc.), which are not limited to rare conditions, and which can therefore draw on a large pool of existing research and methods.

There were also disease groups underrepresented in the studies. Most interestingly, our review did not identify any machine learning studies about rare skin diseases. This is surprising, as the diagnosis of skin conditions is often cited as one of the prime examples of successful machine learning applications in medicine \[[@CR13], [@CR27]\]. Developing machine learning applications for the diagnosis of rare skin conditions could therefore be a highly promising field of research. Similarly, rare inborn errors of metabolism and rare developmental defects during embryogenesis were also underrepresented in the studies and could possibly benefit from machine learning research -- in particular because they constitute two of the most common groups of rare diseases.

Investigating typical algorithms, we identified ensemble methods, support vector machines and artificial neural networks as the algorithms most frequently used in the studies. Again, the choice of algorithms in the studies could be partly due to the data available to the algorithms. Images were identified as the most common type of input data, and the algorithms typically used in the studies (e.g., artificial neural networks) work well with this type of data. Moreover, image data (such as MRI, PET or CET) are acquired in large quantities in medical practice and can be processed in a relatively standardized way, thus providing a good data source for machine learning. The barrier of applying machine learning to other types of data, such as unstructured text data in medical records, is higher because these data are often not standardized and therefore more difficult to process. This highlights the importance of international health IT standards and medical terminologies that can improve interoperability and that can help to make medical data more accessible to machine learning \[[@CR28]\]. In the context of rare diseases, standard vocabularies such as SNOMED CT \[[@CR29]\], the Orphanet rare disease nomenclature \[[@CR30]\] or the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\] could particularly facilitate data interoperability.

Only a relatively small proportion of the studies in this review tested their algorithms on an external validation data set or validated performance against human experts. However, to facilitate translation of machine learning methods into clinical practice, appropriate validation is crucial. Machine learning studies should therefore aim to evaluate their performance on external data so that their potential for real-world application can be more easily assessed (of course, this applies to machine learning in general, not only in the context of rare diseases). Note that our review did not evaluate the performance of the machine learning algorithms, since the studies identified in this scoping review were too heterogeneous to perform meaningful comparisons across studies. To investigate algorithm performance, more specific systematic literature reviews and meta-analyses are needed (for example, focusing on specific diseases, input data or outcome variables).

Most studies identified in this review focused on diagnosis and prognosis of rare diseases. Considering that these are typical applications of machine learning (i.e., classification and prediction), this is not surprising. However, machine learning can also play an important role in improving the treatment of rare diseases, and future studies could focus more on this aspect, for example by using machine learning to accelerate drug development \[[@CR33]\].

As to be expected in the context of rare diseases, the number of patients included in the studies was relatively small. Comparable reviews investigating machine learning in more common diseases, for example in diabetes mellitus \[[@CR34]\], cancer \[[@CR35]\] or coronary artery disease \[[@CR36]\], have access to larger pools of patient data. This is important, as the performance of machine learning algorithms largely depends on the amount of data available for training the algorithms. The lack of sufficient training data could also explain why rare diseases with a higher prevalence were investigated more often than lower prevalence diseases. It is therefore important to further promote cross-institutional and international collaboration to create data sets sufficiently large for machine learning research.

Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

Advances in machine learning can significantly improve diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of rare disease patients. This scoping review explored more than 200 scientific studies from a 10-year time period to assess the use of machine learning in rare diseases. Our findings provide a broad overview for researchers and healthcare professionals, which can guide future research and inspire more specific systematic literature reviews and meta-analyses. Our findings also point to promising areas of future research that are underrepresented in current studies (e.g., using machine learning to diagnose rare skin conditions).
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